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Book reviews

Neuromuscular Function and Disorders
By Alan J. McComas. (Pp. 364; illus-
trated; £19.50.) Butterworths: London
and Boston. 1977.
The possibility of a neurotrophic
mechanism for muscular dystrophy is
not a new hypothesis. It was discussed
in the early years of the Muscular
Dystrophy Group, but it was the motor
unit counting technique of Alan
McComas that made the idea a serious
contender. The method of hypothesis
is a standard one in medicine-the
current jargon is model construction-
and is valuable in so far as it integrates
known facts and suggests new experi-
ments. It becomes less valuable if ad
hoc assumptions have to be piled on
each other to explain findings. This has
been the main weakness of the
McComas approach. A technique
applicable to a single muscle (upper
limb methods are doubtful) apparently
produces the same order of findings in
a number of clinical entities. "'All cats
have four legs so everything with four
legs is a cat" is such an elementary
syllogism as to deceive no one, but
"all motoneurone diseases have reduced
motor unit counts so . . . ? " The
fallacy in logic is not confined to unit
counts. consider the angulated muscle
fibre.
The model must accept all con-

firmed facts, histological and bio-
chemical, and is only better than rival
models if its heuristic value is higher.
By these tests the "sick neurone" hypo-
thesis is not outstanding, and experi-
ments, such as those on parabiotic
animals, and transplants do not support
the predictions.
The book presents the facts of neuro-

muscular physiology in an exceptionally
clear manner. The clinical information
is adequate for the purpose, and Pro-
fessor McComas does not conceal the
major objections to the neurogenic
theory. Indeed, they are listed specifi-
cally under headings "for" and
"against". The book has been criticised
for its advocacy of the neurogenic
theory of muscular disease. I think that
is unfair. The author draws attention
to recent work which does not sup-
port the theory and there can be no

objection to him making
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the angel fish. Unfortunately, however,
the medical student would also have to
read a more conventional account of
human neuroanatomy and neurophysi-
ology, and lack of time would probably
prevent him from enjoying this book.

C. D. MARSDEN

ands careful Aging and Dementia Edited by W.
written. (A Lynn Smith and Marcel Kinsbourne.
comas is a (Pp. 244; illustrated; £11.25.) SP
requiring so Medical and Scientific Books: London.
tunately the 1977.
icised in this There has been a 100% increase in the
models of population of old people in the USA in

merge, they the last 35 years; consequently the
motor unit number of demented patients requiring
or not, this medical attention has grown, and in-
the study of deed outstripped, the advances of

clinical science. This book aims to fill
J. A. SIMPSON a gap in the literature by dealing

with "neuroanatomical/behavioral cor-
relates" and will be useful to both

Systems By basic and clinical scientists. It contains
nd, and A. chapters on prevalence, morphological
Lted; $29.25.) changes, radiographic morphology,
Icisco. 1977. vascular disease, and future perspectives
ad at under- in aging and dementia; more selective
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ior author is imitable contemporary jargon of the
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,sion are des- Quite outstanding is the comprehen-
e to chapters sive chapter of Traub, Gajdusek, and
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r is discussed Dementia. They have now obtained 78
hapter is an instances of this condition and compare
trative neuro- the clinical and pathological features
)gy. The text with Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in 53
illustrated by patients from whom the disease so far
figures, and is not transmissible. The addendum
is scarcely a clearly indicates that, with time, the
g illustration number of non-transmissible cases
on the sub- declines as the number of transmissible
Lapter is con- ones rises, and yet further passages from
if references. human tissues to monkeys are achieved.
ount of the The many facets of dementia in-
h all medical evitably lead to an uneven approach
rom reading, which does not make for easy reading.
concepts of The "soft" approach of the psycholo-

he immediate gist, relating data obtained by indirect
in brain, into and often highly inferential means,
)gy, and, for contrasts in both style and value with
igation in the Tomlinson's obsessionally careful work
response of relating plaque counts to age, areas of
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